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Abstract

The Industrial Revolution and the development in the International Trade and Commerce, Communication and Information
Technology have led to the vast expansion of business and trade. As a result, variety of consumer goods have appeared in the
market to cater to the needs of the consumers and a host of services have been made available to the consumers like Insurance,
Transport, Electricity, Housing, Entertainment, Finance, Banking and the like. The market is becoming more and more complicated
today. Technological Development, intensive marketing strategies, entry of multinational corporations, globalization, quality of
governance, scarce natural resources have all compounded to make the position of today’s market is so complicate and the position
of today’s consumer vulnerable and many a times weak..Promotion of products has become an increasingly important component
in the new digital age, mostly thanks to digital marketing. The traditional form of marketing is lagging behind digital marketing,
which offers users new opportunities like personalized messages or answers to a search query. There are several ways to advertise
on the internet, and in this paper, ways and tools will be presented that allow digital advertising as well as their

advantages and

disadvantages. Specifically, search engine optimization, search engine marketing, display advertising, social networking marketing
and e-mail marketing will be discussed. Also, the goal of the paper is to enable more efficient creation and implementation of similar
contents in new business environmentsthrough an insight into internet advertising, social and business networks.
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1.INTRODUCTION
Philosophy of consumerism emphasizes on the protection,
preservation and enhancement of human life. Consumerism
as a social movement it energizes consumers creates new
responsibilities to producers and buyers promote consumer
consciousness and educate the consumers about their basic
rights in the larger interest of coordinated economic growth.
India is a vast country where nearly half of the total population
is living below the poverty line and with illiteracy, spending half
of their income on daily purchases of their livelihood. They
could easily be cheated by the business community through
unethical trade practices. Unless a strong consumer movement
is organized, the rights of the consumer cannot be protected.
To gain an insight into the growth of the internetover the last
fifteen years, it is enough to say that 3.5 billion people used the
internet,while in 2000 that number was only 400 million,which
represents a growth rate of 87.5%. Along with thegrowth of
internet usage, there was a growth of relatedactivities such
as digital marketing. The main differencebetween traditional
and digital marketing is that digitalmarketing focuses on
the customer, offering him apersonalized message and
response to his query.Many search engines can be used in
two equallyimportant ways. The first way is search engine
optimization(SEO) that helps companies show unpaidsearch
results. It is the process of optimizing onlinecontent so that a
search engine shows it as a top resultof searches for a certain

keyword. Another way issearch engine marketing (SEM) that
allows marketersto buy inventory in search results. When they
are online,besides browsing, users can see various content.In
addition to that content, they can also see ads inmultiple forms,
such as text, image, or video ads. Thattype of advertising is
called display advertising. Additionaladvertising opportunities
on the internet aresocial networks because they allow
connecting withthe clients by creating a company profile on one
ofthe social networks where clients are present. In additionto
the aforementioned forms of marketing,email marketing can
be used, which implies sendinginformation and offers to people
who have agreed toreceive that kind of emails.
2.Literature Review of Consumer awareness of Digital
Media Marketing in India
Consumer cry for protection, passing of legislations, public
pressure for government interference, role of voluntary
organizations, loopholes in the exiting legal mechanism etc., are
the very frequently heard terminologies in the market. Many
academicians, practitioners of law and many social activists,
Marketing experts,and Technical experts, have done good
amount of research and have reported them. Now it is pertinent
to analyze, evaluate and review such studies before finding the
research gaps. The researcher has referred to important studies
already undertaken on Consumer awareness of Digital Media
Marketing. Hence, an analysis and review of those studies have
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been presented below:
Internet marketing has been described simply as ‘achieving
marketing objectives throughapplying digital technologies’
(Chaffey et al., 2009). Digital marketing is the use of
technologiesto help marketing activities in order to improve
customer knowledge by matching their needs: [1]
Chaffey, (2013)1. In the developed world, companies have
realized the importance of digitalmarketing. In order for
businesses to be successful they will have to merge online
withtraditional methods for meeting the needs of customers
more precisely.
Parsons, Zeisser,Waitman(1996)2. Introduction of new
technologies has creating new business opportunities
formarketers to manage their websites and achieve their
business objectives (Kiani, 1998). Onlineadvertising is a
powerful marketing vehicle for building brands and increasing
traffic forcompanies to achieve success.[2]
Song, (2001)3. Expectations in terms of producing results
and measuring success for advertisement money spent,
digital marketing is more cost-efficient formeasuring ROI on
advertisement.[3]
Pepelnjak, (2008)4.Today, monotonous advertising and
marketing techniques have given way to digital marketing.In
addition, it is so powerful that it can help revive the economy
and can create tremendousopportunities for governments to
function in a more efficient manner.[4]
Munshi, (2012) 5. Firms in Singapore have tested the
success of digital marketing tools as being effective and useful
forachieving results.[5]
Teo, (2005)6. More importantly, growth in digital marketing
has been due to therapid advances in technologies and changing
market dynamics (Mort, Sullivan, Drennan, Judy,2002).In order
for digital marketing to deliver result for businesses, digital
content such as accessibility,navigation and speed are defined
as the key characteristics for marketing.[6]
Kanttila, (2004)7. Othertried and tested tool for achieving
success through digital marketing is the use of word-ofmouthWOM on social media and for making the site popular .
Trusov, (2009)8. In addition, WOM islinked with creating
new members and increasing traffic on the website which
in return increasesthe visibility in terms of marketing.Social
media with an extra ordinary example Facebook has opened
the door for businesses tocommunicate with millions of
people about products and services and has opened new
marketingopportunities in the market. This is possible only
if the managers are fully aware of using thecommunication
strategies to engage the customers and enhancing their
experience.[7]
Mangold,(2009) 9. Marketing professional must truly
understand online social marketing campaigns andprograms
and understand how to do it effectively with performance
measurement indicators. Asthe market dynamics all over the
world are changing in relation to the young audienceaccessibility
to social media and usage. It is important that strategic
integration approaches areadopted in organization’s marketing
communication plan.[8]
Rohm & Hanna, (2011) 10. With the above reviews we
can assume that GST is a tax reform which will change the
scenario of thecountry as a support for this review study.Blogs
as a tool for digital marketing have successfully created an
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impact for increasing salesrevenue, especially for products where
customers can read reviews and write comments aboutpersonal
experiences. For businesses, online reviews have worked really
well as part of theiroverall strategic marketing strategy.[9]
Zhang, (2013) 11. Online services tools are more influencing
than traditional methods of communication (Helm, Moller,
Mauroner, Conrad, 2013). As part ofstudy, it is proven that
users experience increase in self-esteem and enjoyment when
they adaptto social media which itself is a motivating sign for
businesses and marketing professional.[10]
Arnott, (2013)12. Web experiences affect the mental process
of consumers and enhance theirbuying decision online (Cetină,
Cristiana, Rădulescu, 2012).[11] The Internet is the most powerful
tool for businesses (Yannopoulos, 2011). Marketing managerswho
fail to utilize the importance of the Internet in their business
marketing strategy will be atdisadvantage because the Internet is
changing the brand, pricing, distribution and promotionstrategy.
3.Objectives Of The Study
The principal objectives of the study are as under:
1. To understand consumer awareness in Digital Media
Marketing
2. To know about the attitudes in relation towards On-Line
Marketing.
3. To understand the views of consumers on basic services
through E-Marketing.
4. To make some suggestions in view of the problems faced by
the consumers.
4.Methodology Of The Study
The major criteria for the validity of any research study lies
in the methodology adopted toget relevant and accurate data,
analysis and interpretation of data and to end up with proper
results, However, in this study I referred only secondary data, all
possible periodicals, journals, printed leaflets, books on abridged
case collections, newspapers etc
5.Search Engine Optimizationfor Business Sector
SEO is a process itself and it takes time to get thewebsite
ranked higher in the search engine results.[12]
While SEO is continually changing, it is still an essentialpart
of the process of delivering the right content tothe right people.
SEO helps the audience to find onlinebusinesses, and it also
guides them through eachstage of the buying cycle. It builds
awareness becausevia organic results people can find some
website andbecome aware of the products and services of the
businessadvertised by that website. It also helps peoplewith
their research. The more information the websiteprovides
through different types of content (like blogposts, infographics
and videos), the greater the chanceof attracting people to the
website. Finally, it helpspeople to confirm their final choice and
entices theminto purchasing. The business owner has to build
trustand credibility with the customers and convince themto buy
from him.
6.Black Hat SEO
Unauthorized practices, popularly called “Black HatSEO”, are a
set of techniques used to increase site rankingsin search engines
by breaking the terms and conditionsof the search engine.
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These are practices thatmostly have a short-term effect until
they are discovered.Once they have been discovered, their
rank islowered. Some of the examples are:• Keyword stuffing
- too many repetitions of thesame keywords to make content
more relevantfor search engines,• Link farms - False websites
used to inflate thepopularity of the original websites using a
massivenumber of fake links to get a better positionon search
engines.To prevent Black Hat SEO, Google has developedsome
algorithms such as “Panda” and “Penguin”, whichprohibit
unauthorized practices by punishing thosemethods, especially
unnatural links, or websites ofpoor quality.
7.SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING
There are two ways of using search enginesfor promotion
and advertising purposes. The firstis SEO, which helps users find
the product or companyin unpaid search results. An alternative
to this is searchengine marketing or SEM, where advertisers
buy inventoryin search results. It is important to note that
paidads do not have any impact on unpaid search results.Unlike
traditional marketing, SEM is aimed at peoplewho are actively
searching for products or services, soit is vital for advertisers
to know which business-relatedkeywords people type while
searching. Most search enginesuse an auction system, in which
advertisers bid forkeywords and thus compete for ad serving.
Advertisersbid on the auction for a limited number of places
whereads can appear on the search engine. After the search,the
outcome of the auction is presented, as in Table 1,where the
user with the highest combination of the bidand quality score
gets the highest rank in search results.The bid is the maximum
amount the advertiser is willingto pay for the ad click; however,
in most cases, he doesnot pay that amount, but the amount
that is sufficient toexceed the competitor participating in the
auction. Thatcan be seen in (1), where the ad rank is the rank
of theadvertiser in the position below and the quality score isa
grade of ad quality. In addition to the bid, ad relevanceis also
crucial.
8.Google Search Network
The Google Search Network is a group of sites andsearchrelated apps where ads can appear. When advertisingon the
Google Search Network, ads can appearabove or below search
results on Google Search,Google Play, Google Shopping, and
Google Maps. Thetext ad in Google Search is the simplest
ad type offeredby AdWords. It consists of three parts: title,
destinationURL, and text description, often including ad
extensionssuch as the location or a phone number.In Google
AdWords, an advertiser can choose betweenmanual bidding
and automatic bidding. Manualbidding is an option in which
the advertiser selectsthe maximum bid amount for an auction.
Automaticbidding is the most commonly used option. By
usingit, the advertiser defines the daily budget, based onwhich
the AdWords system tries to get most user clickson the ad
within the budget.
9.DISPLAY ADVERTISING
Unlike search engine marketing, display advertisingallows
ads to appear on all sites that have inventory.Display advertising
provides advertisers with many creativead ideas - different sizes
and formats, images, andvideos, which automatically implies
more opportunitiesfor attracting potential customers.Google
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Display NetworkDisplay advertising is a digital versionof jumbo
posters or TV ads, and it is used for websitesusers visit. Companies
pay inventory to attract as manypotential customers as possible.
There are two ways todo that, i.e. by buying ad space from the
website owneror by using affiliate networks for companies with
differentsites promoting ad slots. An ad can be displayedon
specific web pages, to an individual website visitor,or both. Like
other digital lithographic forms, displayadvertising platforms
offer many options for targetingusers. One of the options is to
show your ad to the specificspeaking area or at a particular time
of the day. Forexample, it is possible to have an exact selection
of adplacements by selecting a specific website or specificareas
on that website where the ad can appear. Displayadvertising
has many options in defining ad layout.
10.Customer journey
Analyzing user steps and imagining this as a funnelcan
help the advertiser understand what the userswant and how
to access them. It is possible to divide this stream into the
following phases: building awareness,a customer considering
the product, a customerreviewing product purchases, and
retaining users.
• Building awareness:
• Users do not look for a product actively.
• Broad audience targeting.
• Ads to attract attention of a customer andcreate an
excellent first impression.
• Users considering the product:
• Ads that emphasize the advantages overcompetitors.
• Users consider buying products:
• Users actively interested in the product.
• An additional narrowed audience.
• Ads with a precise message emphasizingthe unique
advantage of the product.
• User retention:
• Existing customers.
• Ads encouraging users to return to the webpage and buy
an additional product.
11.Remarketing
The most important feature of display advertising iscalled
remarketing, and it allows the use of the user’s activityon
the advertiser’s site to target them with a uniqueadvertising
message, even when they leave the site.There are many
remarketing solutions, and manydisplay networks offer this
feature. The first step is todefine who the target audience
is. The target audiencecan be identified as users who added
the product intothe cart but did not make any purchase. A
remarketingservice may require adding a small code to a
web pagethat allows collecting a list of users from the site,
i.e.,visitors who are suitable for specific criteria and whocan
later be targeted.The next step is to create ads tailored to their
needs.These ads could include, for example, special offersof
additional content, a coupon with a discount, orother incentives
to get users back to complete theirpurchase. When users make
their purchase, there is noneed to show them the same ad, so a
new targetinglist for the existing customers should be created.
Thenthey can be targeted with another ad campaign.
12.Video advertising
Popularity and an increase in online video qualityrepresent
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enormous opportunities for advertisers because,four times
moreusers would rather watch the video of a product thanread
about it. Videos are quickly becoming the primarymarketing
tool. The price of an internet connectionis much lower, the
speed is significantly higher, andthere are more ways to reach
users on the online videomarket. Video can be created and
shared on a websitesuch as YouTube or advertising space in
other people’svideos can be bought. Available video ad formats
onYouTube include TrueView in-stream ads and TrueViewvideo
discovery ads.TrueView in-stream ads appear before or after
videoson YouTube or other sites, in games or apps on the Display
Network, and the viewer can skip the ad afterfive seconds. With
TrueView video ad, an advertiser ischarged when users watch
at least 30 seconds of a video.TrueView video discovery ads
reach people in searchresults on YouTube or in related YouTube
videos. If aviewer clicks on an ad thumbnail, the video will start
onYouTube. For this kind of an ad, the advertiser is chargedonly
when a viewer chooses to watch a video.
13.Mobile marketing
Today the internet is more accessible through mobile
devices than throughcomputers, which is an advantage of
mobile marketingand the features it offers. For example, mobile
advertisingcan potentially boost the number of phone calls
tothe advertiser or encourage people to download mobileapps.
Mobile device users do not search the internet in thesame
way they search the internet on their computers,so ads should
be adjusted to mobile devices. Becausemobile phones are
smaller, ads should have a concisemessage with a clear call to
action and the ability toappear in the text, picture, or video. In
addition to thequality of an ad, it is equally important to have
a mobileoptimized site because users will more frequently
leavea website that is not mobile optimized for users.The site
must work well on smaller screens and loadfaster because, slow
loading of a websiteis the most important reason for abandoning
thewebsite. Buttons should be legible and noticeable.Navigation
should be clear and user friendly. Visitorsshould immediately
be clear about their options andhow to do something. Mobile
sites should offer thesame things as the main site. In the world
of mobile devices, it is not limited to displayingyour services
solely on websites, but ads canalso appear within mobile
apps. A mobile app is an applicationthat can be downloaded
and installed on amobile device (cell phone or tablet). It
can contributeto a mobile site and help customers achieve
specificgoals. The application can increase customer loyaltyand
enable active communication with clients. Applicationsare also
useful for creating loyalty programsand long-term users.
14.SOCIAL NETWORK MARKETING
Social networks are present in the lives of internetusers
on a daily basis, and for companies, they are an excellent
opportunity of advertising as they allow usersto interact,
share and exchange information. Also, socialnetworks can be a
great tool for companies as theyare platforms that can directly
address existing and potentialcustomers, share content, engage
in conversations,build trust, reach more people, increase
impact,and understand clients better.Many social networks also
offer paid advertising that allows access to specific groups of
users and direct advertisingto users of these groups because
it is morelikely for them to become clients than the broader,
uninterestedaudience. Social media sites can do so becausethey
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have a lot of information about their users.The greatest power of
social networking is the abilityto target potential customers and
customers based ondemographic information, user behaviors,
and specificinterests. But besides content promotion, social
networkingads are also a great way to increase websitetraffic or
data collection in email campaigns.
15.EMAIL MARKETING
Email marketing is an excellent addition to other activitiesin
digital marketing because without much costit can build
engagement and customer loyalty. Accordingto [4], as in any
different type of marketing, the firststep in email marketing is to
set the goals and create alist of users who have already agreed to
receive commercialemails.Most email marketing tools contain a
contact databasethat must contain at least the email address of
asingle contact. Furthermore, users should be given theoption
to cancel their subscription. Online registrationforms should be
short and simple to complete becausethis guarantees success.
Given the fact that clients receivemany emails every day, even
the most intriguingmessage does not guarantee to reach the
users. For thisreason, it is recommended that content is concise,
thesections should not be longer than 5 sentences, andfor longer
articles and additional information on thewebsite, a call-toaction link should be set up. The textshould be more appealing,
and the audienceshould beaddressed with the appropriate tone.
Email marketing, as well as other kinds of online marketing,is
easy to measure. Reports may contain informationsuch as the
email opening rate or the content thatattracts most people to
the website based on the clickthroughrate. Email campaigns can
be improved continuouslyby testing different versions, creating
a relevantlanding page and tracking experience analysis.
16.DISCUSSION
Out of all techniques described in the paper, SEO isthe
most important technique for acquiring a customerorganically
(i.e. free of charge). By optimizing a companywebsite with high
quality content, that site can beshown among top places on
Google search results. But,since creating content and optimizing
it for search enginesis a long-term process, lots of companies
decideto use a faster way of generating traffic to its websites.
Knowing which keyword is often searched by users incombination
with a well-created ad, SEM is one of theessential marketing
techniques. SEO and SEM are effectivebecause they are aimed at
users already showinginterest in some of the advertised goods
by searchingthe web. On the other hand, display marketing,
eventhough it provides ads in different sizes and format,is not
that effective. People are often irritated by displayads, but
these ads are still a great way of buildingawareness for a certain
brand. Although ads on socialmedia display ads similarly, they
tend to have moresuccess in turning an ordinary reader into
a customer.That is because on social media an advertiser can
selectwhich group of people to target with his ad basedon users’
interests and their demographic data. Manydigital marketers
largely neglect email marketing, butif used adequately, email
marketing can have a tremendouseffect on users because users
are already familiarwith the company and its business since
they have submittedtheir email address.
CONCLUSION
As there exist many ways for product or service promotion,it
is rather challenging to choose which oneto use. In addition
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to traditional advertising methodssuch as television and
radio advertising, digital advertisinghas been on the rise
in recent years.This paper presents digital advertising
technologies,techniques and media and their advantages
and disadvantages.Understanding the way search engines
workand advertising thereon are the most critical items
forquality product promotion. For a potential buyer tofind
a website, it is necessary to optimize it, and thusdisplay
the product advertised at the top of search.An alternative
to search engine optimization is paidadvertising on search
engines whose most significantadvantage is paying only
when a user shows interestin the ad, i.e. clicks on it. Since
unlike search enginemarketing, users are shown different
ads and not justthose they are interested in, display ads
performanceis somewhat weaker, but display advertising is
still agreat way to create product awareness.Social networks
are also one of the most prominentmedia advertising
channels. They allow everyday interactionwith customers
and help build awareness of thebrand being advertised.
The biggest advantage of advertisingon social networks are
various customer informationthey have, which makes it easy
to find ideal customers.Though the seemingly old advertising
model,email marketing allows us to supplement all forms
ofdigital marketing mentioned above, primarily thanksto the
possession of email addresses of already interestedusers and
remarketing.Remarketing is undoubtedly one of the most
significantadvantages of digital marketing, as it provides
theability to segment the user based on which part of thebuying
process they are located in and access themwith a custom
message or an ad for that part of theprocess. So, it is crucial
to know the audience and theirhabits. Also, unlike traditional
marketing, digital marketingis measurable. It is possible to see
which ad wasinteresting to the audience and which failed,
and thenadjust the advertising strategy accordingly.Knowing
your costs and calculating the amount investedand gained
is of great importance to every businessperson,and digital
marketing makes that possible.With the development of
modern technologies anddevices that allow everyday use of
the internet, eventhe most traditional entrepreneurs will not
resist thisform of advertising because it is not only the future
butalso the present.
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